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Unlike the US, for Pakistan, there can be no exit policy or staged withdrawal from Afghanistan. Due to the neighbouring 
countries’ deeply entrenched cultural, political, and economic ties, the Taliban takeover in Afghanistan has had an 
inevitable and inescapable impact on Pakistan. Under the previous Taliban rule, in 1996, the group’s capture of the capital 
gave impetus to Islamist militant movements worldwide, but no country was more affected than Pakistan.

Since the Taliban seized power in a lightning offensive in August, Pakistan has congratulated the group on their victory and 
has already – along with China and Russia – begun to fill the void left by the US. All three nations have kept their 
embassies in Kabul, signalling their openness to establishing a working relationship with a Taliban-led government in 
Afghanistan.

The Pakistani army’s Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) agency has provided the Afghan Taliban with varying degrees of 
support since the group’s formation in the mid-1990s. Having trained Taliban founder Mullah Omar in the 1980s, 
during the war against the Soviets, the Pakistani army’s intelligence agency is intrinsically linked to the group’s origins and 
even provided critical support to Omar as he led the group’s capture of Kabul in 1996. The ISI is known to have routinely 
equipped the group with experts and advisers during the previous Taliban rule, also contributing oil and effectively 
propping up the country’s economy by acting as their supply route to the rest of the world. Covertly, Pakistani aid to the 
Taliban is suspected to have gone far beyond tactical guidance and training, with evidence the ISI has provided sanctuary 
and safe haven for Taliban leadership and their families in recent decades. The ISI is known to have a particularly close 
relationship with the Haqqani network in the Taliban and many observers have speculated that the ISI is likely to have 
helped the Taliban plan its recent lightning offensive, which culminated in the capture of Kabul. 

The Taliban’s victory in Afghanistan has been heralded by Islamist parties in Pakistan - just days after the Taliban took 
Kabul, their flag was erected above a mosque in Pakistan’s capital city of Islamabad. Other groups affiliated with the ISI 
have also celebrated the Taliban takeover, including the Lashkar-e-Tayyiba (LeT). The LeT – with ISI support and training – 
carried out the 2008 terrorist attacks on Mumbai. The group has retained close links to elements of the Taliban in recent 
years. Another group likely to be boosted by the Taliban’s victory in Afghanistan is the Pakistani Taliban – Tehreek-e-Taliban 
Pakistan (TTP). The TTP have long been at war with the Pakistani army and the group has a complicated relationship with 
their Afghan counterpart; however, the collapse of a mutual enemy – the US-backed civilian government in Afghanistan – 
is thought to have acted as a unifying event.

A resurgence of the TTP is arguably the most immediate concern for the Pakistani government. The group is thought to be 
responsible for nearly 1,800 attacks over the last 10 years, targeting both civilians and the state. Last month, the TTP 
recently claimed another attack, which saw gunmen allegedly crossing over the Durand Line from Afghanistan and killing 
two Pakistani soldiers in the northern tribal region. It’s estimated that some 6,000 TTP fighters have trained on the Afghan 
side of the border – suggesting, that despite their contentious relationship, factions of the Taliban and TTP have 
maintained a close working dynamic. As such, when the Taliban swept across Afghanistan in August, large numbers of 
senior TTP leaders were also released from Afghan prisons. However, Pakistan reportedly laid down ‘red lines’ to the 
Taliban, warning the group against harbouring the TTP.
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The Pakistani government’s official position is that it supports a political solution; however, little to no evidence has been 
seen of any attempt by Islamabad to press the Taliban in Kabul to reach a peace deal with the recently ousted civilian 
government. Meanwhile, tribal leaders have claimed that over the course of the last few months, Pakistani security forces 
have allegedly turned a blind eye to a large number of newly recruited Taliban fighters crossing the border from sanctuaries 
within Pakistan. The move is typical of Pakistan’s long history of overtly aligning itself with Western democratic ideals in 
the interest of international trade, whilst simultaneously covertly supporting the Islamic traditionalism of the Taliban 
agenda. Such an approach risks Pakistan isolating itself both regionally and internationally if the security situation in 
Afghanistan further deteriorates.

Indeed, Pakistan’s dynamic with the West is already on shaky ground following the Taliban takeover, with many Western 
politicians supporting calls to place sanctions on the country. If international organisations were to enforce sanctions, it 
risks pushing Pakistan towards the jihadist drug trade – which is already expected to flourish under Taliban rule in 
Afghanistan. While Afghanistan sits on an enormous reserve of untapped natural resources, the resources required to 
access them are costly and it would take years, if not decades, to build the necessary mining systems.

A Taliban-run neighbour will embolden Islamist militancy in Pakistan – worsening sectarian tensions. The Taliban are 
anti-Shia and have been known to target Shia Muslim communities in attacks. Pakistan has a much larger Shia population 
and it’s likely the Taliban takeover will result in a similar spike in jihadist outfits and religious seminaries as in 1996. 
Sectarian clashes also increased significantly in Pakistan, with militant Sunni groups targeting Shia communities and other 
minority groups throughout the late 1990s and early 2000s. The same destabilising effects are expected to hit Pakistan 
again, with the Taliban victory not only galvanising extremist groups, but also conservative political groups and hard-line 
religious parties, such as the Tehreek-e-Labbaik (TLP). The Taliban victory has effectively boosted calls for a similar 
‘revolution’ in Pakistan. As such, the Pakistani government will now face renewed pressure to make the state more 
compliant with right-wing interpretations of Shariah law, with experts warning extremist parties may launch a campaign 
similar to that of the late 1990s, when Islamist parties took to the streets to force the then prime minister to introduce 
stricter Islamic law.

The TLP already has a much more recent history of clashing with the government of current Prime Minister Imran Khan, 
following violent nationwide protests against the landmark acquittal of a Christian woman in a blasphemy case in 2018, as 
well as further riots in 2020 over French President Emmanuel Macron’s defence of a French teacher who was beheaded by 
a radical Islamist for showing a caricature of the Prophet Mohammad in a lesson – something seen as taboo in Islam. The 
riots prompted Khan to ban the TLP and detain its leader, sparking another wave of violent unrest which eventually saw 
the military intervene.

Concerns that the new Taliban-led government in Afghanistan may lead to a ‘Talibanisation’ or radicalisation of hard-line 
religious and extremist sects of Pakistani society are not without cause but have yet to be definitively realised. The 
destabilising effects of the Taliban victory in Kabul have already begun to emerge throughout Pakistan and the wider South 
Asia region; however, the full extent of this will greatly depend on how much influence Islamabad will be able to exert over 
the new government in Kabul, and how this will affect the country’s international reach.



AFGANISTAN
2 September 2021: Taliban clash with resistance forces 
after failed talks
Fighting reportedly remains ongoing between the Taliban 
and resistance forces led by Ahmad Massoud in the 
Panjshir province following the recent break down of talks. 
Tolo News has reported that Taliban leaders claim clashes 
have been ongoing since Tuesday, with both sides reporting 
casualties - details of which remain unknown. Much of the 
fighting has allegedly been taking place in the 
Nasaji-Gulbahar area, just outside the Panjshir Valley. 
Resistance fighters claim to have pushed the Taliban back. 
The Taliban have denied attacking resistance forces, 
claiming their fighters only responded to being attacked. 
Taliban official Amir Khan Muttaqi confirmed talks broke 
down on Wednesday but stated the Taliban was still seeking 
a peaceful resolution.

MYANMAR
6 September 2021: Deadly clashes reported near Monekoe, 
Shan
Violent clashes have reportedly resulted in dozens of deaths 
near the border town of Monekoe in Shan state. It’s claimed 
as many as 24 fatalities have been reported amid fighting 
between military regime forces and members of the 
Myanmar National Defense Alliance (MNDAA). According 
to local sources, at least 23 regime soldiers and one 
MNDAA member have been confirmed dead following 
clashes which apparently erupted when regime troops 
launched an attack on an MNDAA position near Monekoe.

INDIA
17 September 2021: Farmers protest in New Delhi
Farmers have reportedly launched a protest in New Delhi 
on Friday 17 September. The protest has reportedly been 
organised by the Shiromani Akali Sal party and comes as the 
latest demonstration as part of the Indian farmers’ protest 
movement which started last year in response to 
controversial farm reform laws. The protesters allegedly 
congregated at Gurudwara Rakab Ganj before marching 
towards parliament in Connaught Place.

INDONESIA
19 September 2021: Jihadist leader killed by police
A senior jihadist militant has been killed by police on the 
eastern island of Sulawesi. Ali Kalora of the East Indonesia 
Mujahideen (MIT) was killed during a shoot-out on 
Saturday. Another senior militant, Jaka Ramadhan, also died 
in the operation, while officers seized explosives and a M16 
rifle. MIT pledged allegiance to the Islamic State (IS) group 
in 2014.

NORTH KOREA
15 September 2021: Two ballistic missile tests reported
South Korea has reported that two ballistic missile tests 
have apparently been carried out by North Korea. Japan has 
also confirmed reports of a missile test from North Korea 
- thought to have been a ballistic missile. The move would 
violate UN sanctions on North Korea which prohibit it from 
testing ballistic missiles. The latest test comes just days 
after a cruise missile was also tested over North Korean 
territorial waters.

AUSTRALIA
20 September 2021: Construction sites closed due to 
protests against vaccines
Constructions sites across Melbourne have been closed 
due to protests against mandatory Covid-19 vaccines. 
Officials in Victoria states said the affected sites will be 
closed for up to two weeks after workers protested against 
the policy. Police said several people were arrested during 
the protest, while riot officers used tear gas and rubber 
bullets to disperse the crowds. The local offices of the 
Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (CFMEU) 
were also damaged; the union has condemned the violence, 
which it blamed on right-wing groups.

INDONESIA
28 September 2021: Civilians evacuated amid violence in 
Papua
A group of civilian residents have reportedly been 
evacuated amid reports of escalating clashes in the Kiwirok 
area of Papua. The growing violence has been linked to 
increasing attacks by rebels, which have contributed 
towards a general deterioration in the security situation in 
the area. According to local reports, eleven residents have 
been evacuated pre-emptively to Oskibil pre-emptively 
so far, with women and children being prioritised. Further 
evacuations remain possible.

PAKISTAN
29 September 2021: Soldier killed in cross-border fire from 
Iran
A Pakistani soldier has been killed in a cross-border firing 
incident which occurred across the Iran-Pakistan border. 
Pakistan’s military has claimed that ‘terrorists’ allegedly 
attacked a border security post, killing one soldier and 
injuring another. “Terrorists targeted a Frontier Corps 
border post from Iranian territory with small arms fire in 
general area Chukab, Balochistan,” the Pakistani army said in 
a statement.
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At the start of September, more than 70 students were kidnapped by gunmen from a state-run school in the northern 
state of Zamfara. The incident, which was blamed on “armed bandits,” was further evidence of the deteriorating security 
situation in the country. More than 1,000 students have been abducted since last December, while hundreds of people 
have been killed in attacks across the northern and central states. Meanwhile, hundreds of schools have been shut, leaving 
hundreds of thousands of children without access to education.

The term “bandit” in Nigeria is used to describe the criminal groups that have been operating in the country for more than 
a decade. Many of those engaging in criminality are linked to the communal clashes between predominantly Fulani herders 
and mainly Hausa farmers over grazing rights. While conflict over land still occurs across the central regions, there has also 
been a significant shift towards violent criminal activities including kidnapping and extortion. Many of these groups, who 
are increasingly well armed and organised, live in remote camps in the Dajin Rugu forest that spans Zamfara, Katsina and 
Kaduna states. There have been reports that in some areas the bandits have agreements in place with local elders, wherein 
they provide protection in exchange for the freedom to base their operations without interference. The bandits complain 
that they have been forced into criminality because they have been neglected by the federal government.

One of the criticisms of the government is that the bandits have not been designated as terrorists, unlike the Islamic State 
in West Africa Province (ISWAP), Boko Haram and other Islamist militant groups in the north-eastern states. The 
separatist Indigenous People of Biafra (IPOB) operating in the south-east of the country has also been officially designated 
as a terrorist organisation since 2017. The security forces have carried out strikes against bandit camps, and following the 
kidnapping of students in Zamfara a communications blackout was enforced in an attempt to limit coordination between 
the groups. Several states have also imposed restrictions on cattle trading and motorcycle traffic to curb bandits, but there 
is little sign that these measures are having an impact. Throughout the last week of September more than 100 people died 
in multiple raids on communities in the states of Kaduna, Sokoto and Niger. Many local communities, complaining at the 
lack of protection given to them by the state, have set up their own vigilante self-defence groups. Others have been forced 
to abandon their homes and have been internally displaced.

Any military strategy against the bandits is destined to fail unless the causes of the conflict are addressed. The 
poverty, corruption and marginalisation of large groups of Nigerians will continue to push young people towards 
alternatives, whether they be ideological or criminal groups. There is very little difference between a bandit and an ISWAP 
militant; both fund their activities through kidnapping and other criminal activities, both predominantly live in remote 
camps with dozens or sometimes hundreds of other recruits. There is also evidence of direct cooperation between the 
bandits and the insurgents. The Buhari government claimed to have “technically defeated” Boko Haram back in 2015. Six 
years later and the group, while weakened and splintered, continue to launch attacks in Borno state and beyond, alongside 
their ISWAP rivals. The same military-first strategy against the bandits will yield similar results.

AFRICA
NIGERIA: Bandit Country
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ETHIOPIA
8 September 2021: Mass graves discovered in Amhara 
region
Ethiopian officials have accused the Tigray People’s 
Liberation Front (TPLF) of killing 119 civilians in the Amhara 
region. Two mass graves were discovered in the Dabat 
district, with local residents claiming that the killings took 
place earlier this month. Dabat administrator Ato Sewnet 
Wubalem said the victims included farmers, women and 
children. The TPLF has not commented on the allegations.

MALI
13 September 2021: Five soldiers killed in ambush, central 
Mali
Five Malian soldiers have been killed in an ambush in the 
central Macina Circle area of Segou province. Suspected 
jihadist militants targeted a patrol of Sunday, according to 
the military. Three army vehicles were destroyed in the 
attack, while three militants also died in the incident. Earlier 
the MINUSMA mission said three peacekeepers were 
wounded by an improvised explosive device (IED) in Kidal.

BURKINA FASO
14 September 2021: Six killed in ambush on military convoy
At least six people have been killed after gunmen ambushed 
a military convoy near the border with Niger. The troops 
were escorting fuel tankers from a gold mine on a road 
between Sakoani and Matiacoali when they were 
targeted on Sunday. Seven others were wounded in the 
attack, which has been blamed on jihadist militants who 
operate across the borders of Burkina Faso, Niger and Mali.

BURUNDI
20 September 2021: Two killed in grenade attack
Two people have been killed and several others wounded 
in a grenade attack in the capital, Gitega. Police officials said 
several suspects have been arrested in connection with 
the attack, which took place on Sunday night. The incident 
comes after the RED-Tabara rebel group fired mortar shells 
at Bujumbura airport.

DR CONGO
20 September 2021: Fourteen killed in Ituri attack
At least 14 people have been killed in an attack in Ituri 
province. Suspected Allied Democratic Forces (ADF) rebels 
carried out a raid in the Tsani Tsani area on the border with 
North Kivu. Several of the victims were reportedly 
beheaded in the attack, which took place on Saturday.

SOUTH AFRICA
21 September 2021: Teacher shot dead in Mitchells Plain

A teacher has been shot dead at a school in the 
Mitchells Plain area of Cape Town. Thulani Manqoyi, a grade 
6 teacher at the Heinz Park Primary School, was shot dead 
by two suspects on Tuesday morning. The incident occurred 
as children were arriving at the school for classes. Police 
spokesman Colonel Andrè Traut says the circumstances 
surrounding the death of the 52-year-old teacher are being 
investigated.

MADAGASCAR
23 September 2021: Dozens killed in Marovitsika clashes
At least 46 people have been killed in clashes between 
cattle thieves and villagers in the south-eastern Marovitsika 
commune. More than 100 gunmen raided the villages of 
Ambohitsohy and Vohitsimbe, according to local residents. 
The Independent National Commission of Human Rights 
(CNIDH) said it will investigate the attacks.

KENYA
28 September 2021: Kenyan troops killed in Lamu bombing
Several Kenyan soldiers have been killed after a military 
convoy hit a landmine in northern Lamu county. Al-Shabaab 
claimed responsibility for the attack, claiming to have killed 
15 troops. The incident came after Kenya conducted 
several airstrikes in southern Somalia over the weekend. 
The strikes targeted areas inhabited by pastoralist 
communities in the Gedo region.

MOZAMBIQUE
28 September 2021: Four Rwandan soldiers killed in Cabo 
Delgado
Four Rwandan soldiers have been killed by suspected 
jihadist militants in Cabo Delgado province. Reports in the 
Rwandan media said a further 14 soldiers were wounded 
during clashes in the northern province. The Rwandan 
military has not confirmed the reports, which would be 
the first casualties since the 1,000-strong contingent was 
deployed to Mozambique.

MALAWI
30 September 2021: Former MP shoots himself dead in 
parliament
A former member of parliament has shot himself dead in an 
office at the parliament in Lilongwe. Clement Chiwaya, who 
used a wheelchair after contracting polio as a child, left a 
note about the dispute he had with parliamentary officials 
over the ownership of a specially adapted vehicle. Police are 
investigating how he was able to get a pistol into the 
building; early reports suggest that security officials 
believed that his wheelchair set off the metal detectors and 
they failed to search him for other items.
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Violent clashes at a prison in Guayaquil left 116 inmates dead and 80 injured last week, the worst prison riot in Ecuador’s 
history. The incident was part of a larger gang war linked to Mexican drug cartels. According to reports, at least six people 
were decapitated, and several others were mutilated as inmates crawled through holes between wards, smuggling guns, 
knives and machetes to fight over control of the prison. 

The killings highlighted Ecuador’s growing role in the international drug trade as it becomes increasingly stuck between the 
large coca industry run by its neighbours Peru and Colombia. “Mexican cartels have now sought out key partners in Ecua-
dor, due to neighbouring Colombia’s clamp down on cocaine trafficking during the past two decades” said Mario Pazmiño, 
a security consultant and former head of Ecuador’s military intelligence. “After US forces left the Manta military base in 
2009, the border with Colombia was left unmonitored”. 

The Sinaloa and Jalisco New Generation cartels have reportedly taken advantage of Ecuador’s lightly guarded ports and 
have been able to rely on local gangs to provide security for smuggling routes in exchange for money. The efforts have 
given the cartels access to developed road infrastructure which is used to move cocaine from Colombia to Guayaquil in a 
matter of hours. 

In the Guayaquil prisons where the riots took place, a graffiti sign on the wall that read “Los Choneros” was used by the 
group, communicating their power over the inmate network. Los Choneros reportedly work with the backing of the Sinaloa 
cartel and currently boasts more than 10,000 members. Last year, a Los Choneros leader was killed, causing the group to 
splinter into dissident organizations that currently fight over control of the country’s prisons. 

In February, brawls in three different prisons left 79 inmates dead; and in July, similar incidents led to the death of 22 
inmates, prompting the Ecuadorian president to declare a state of emergency for the first time this year. According to 
the Ecuadorian Ombudsman, the country’s prison riots have claimed 237 lives this year, more than double that of 2020. 
According to Ledy Zúñiga Rocha, a former justice minister, the main issues lie in a budget cut by more than 70 percent to 
a government programme aimed at boosting infrastructure and technology in prisons, along with inefficiencies brought 
on by the dissolving of the Justice Ministry three years ago. “Corruption is rampant among prison staff … inmates’ family 
members often smuggle weapons, cellphones, SIM cards, and cash for profit”. This year, more than 50 prison guards have 
been detained for allegedly helping criminal groups smuggle items. 

Following the latest clashes, Ecuadorian President Guillermo Lasso declared a state of emergency across the country’s pen-
itentiary system for the second time this year. “It’s unfortunate that prisons are being converted into territories of power 
struggles for criminal gangs,” said President Lasso. Over the weekend, President Lasso said the government would pardon 
as many as 2,000 prisoners in order to reduce overcrowding in its detention centres, focusing on female prisoners and 
those with disabilities or terminal illnesses. Ecuador’s prison system currently has 65 facilities designed for about 30,000 
inmates but with a population of 39,000, watched over by 1,500 guards. President Guillermo Lasso said: “The Ecuadoran 
state needs to act”. 

AMERICAS
ECUADOR: Scores killed in country’s worst prison riot
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URUGUAY
9 September 2021: One alleged criminal shot and killed in 
Pando
One person was shot and killed in Pando, Canelones earlier 
today. The body was found by police inside a burning 
vehicle on the intersection of 9th and 4th St in the 
morning hours. According to police, the victim had an 
extensive criminal record and believe the incident was 
related to his criminal activity. No arrests have been 
reported.

GUYANA
13 September 2021: One person robbed, stabbed and 
killed in Kaneville
On Saturday evening, one person was stabbed and killed in 
Kaneville, Demarara-Mahiaca. The incident took place on 
Lot 1010, Fourth Field at around 21:30 local time. 
According to witnesses, the victim was approached by 
several suspects as he walked to a family member’s house 
when he was robbed and stabbed. No arrests have been 
reported.

MEXICO
13 September 2021: Six people killed, two injured following 
armed attack in Guadalupe
Six people were killed and two others were injured 
following an armed attack in Guadalupe, Nuevo León 
yesterday morning. The incident took place on 3036 San 
Eduardo St in the Vista Sol neighbourhood at around 
02:00 local time. According to reports, a couple of gunmen 
stormed into the victim’s home and shot them. No arrests 
have been reported.

JAMAICA
14 September 2021: Four people killed during shooting 
attack in May Pen
Four people were shot and killed in May Pen, Clarendon 
yesterday morning. The incident took place at a home in 
Havana Heights at around 00:30 local time. According to 
local police, the shooting attack was a reprisal killing 
between criminal gangs and said they had heightened
security in the area in order to prevent further violence.

PERU
14 September 2021: Militarized Communist Party member 
downed by Armed Forces in Satipo
A member of the Militarized Communist Party of Peru 
(MPCP) was reportedly killed by the Peruvian Armed Forces 
(FAP) in Satipo yesterday afternoon. The incident took place 
in Chibuco, Vizcatán del Ene at around 12:00 local time. 
The FAP reported seizing military equipment and “hundreds 

of files containing terrorist intelligence” reportedly 
belonging to the ‘Lidia’ cell.

COLOMBIA
16 September 2021: Two police officers robbed and killed 
by FARC dissidents in San Vicente del Caguán
Two police officers were killed in a shooting in San Vicente 
del Caguán, Caqueta yesterday morning. The incident took 
place in the Los Colonos sector at around 11:00 local time. 
According to reports, the two officers were patrolling the 
area when armed individuals opened fire against them, 
killed them, and then stole their firearms and 
communication gear. Police believe one of the two 
substructures of FARC dissidents operating in the area is 
responsible. No arrests have been reported.

ECUADOR
20 September 2021: Three killed, seven injured in Puerto 
Bolivar nightclub shooting
Three people were killed and seven others were injured 
following a nightclub shooting in Puerto Bolivar, El Oro 
yesterday morning. The incident took place at a nightclub 
on Rocafuerte St and Junínat St at around 01:30 local time. 
According to witnesses, the victims were shot by several 
gunmen who arrived on motorcycles and then fled. 
Police say some of the victims were wanted for murder and 
suspect the attack was related to their criminal activity. The 
suspects have not been arrested.

HAITI
20 September 2021: Five people shot and killed in 
Port-au-Prince bar shooting
Five people were shot and killed in Port-au-Prince on Friday 
evening. The shooting took place at a bar located in the 
Girardo neighbourhood, in the Pétion-Ville district. 
According to reports, an unidentified group of gunmen 
went into the bar and shot at a group of people before 
fleeing the scene. Police believe the crime to be 
gang-related. No arrests have been reported.

BRAZIL
30 September 2021: Two people killed in stabbing incident 
in Sao Paulo
Two people were killed in a stabbing incident in the centre 
of Sao Paulo yesterday evening. The incident took place on 
Aurora St and Guaianazes St at around 20:00 local time. 
According to witnesses, the stabbing occurred during a 
barfight. The witnesses then took the victims to a cab to be 
taken to the hospital but were pronounced dead upon 
arrival. No arrests have been reported.
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Angela Merkel is set to stand down as German Chancellor following a 16-year run in the role as coalition talks get 
underway in Germany. Her successor has yet to be definitively decided but looks likely to be the leader of the centre-left 
Social Democrats (SPD), Olaf Scholz. The SPD secured a narrow majority in last month’s federal elections, giving them 
the advantage in coalition negotiations after Merkel’s conservative Christian Democratic Union (CDU) party suffered their 
worst-ever election performance. 

Merkel will remain in position whilst coalition wrangling unfolds and a new government is formed, which could take several 
weeks, or even months. Scholz has stated his hopes to form a new coalition with the Greens and the liberal Free 
Democratic Party (FDP); however, the CDU aren’t giving up without a fight, with CDU leader Armin Laschet also claiming 
a mandate to try and form a government. Like Scholz, Laschet is understood to be hoping to negotiate a three-way deal 
with the Greens and the FDP – effectively making the two parties the joint kingmakers of the country’s first post-Merkel 
election. While the SPD secured 25.7 percent of the vote, the CDU scraped 24.1 percent. Meanwhile, the Greens made 
history after securing 14.8 percent of the vote, and the FDP came fourth with 11.5 percent. The far-right Alternative for 
Germany came away from the election with 10.3 percent, while the leftist Die Linke secured just 4.9 percent. An alliance 
between the SDP, the Greens, and the FDP has been dubbed the “traffic light” coalition after the parties’ colours, while a 
CDU-led alliance has been dubbed the “Jamaica” coalition.

The results are representative of what was widely expected to be a tight election due to the country increasingly shifting 
towards a pluralist democracy. The CDU’s poor results have led to several conservative politicians and senior party figures 
distancing themselves from Laschet’s campaign as he pushes efforts to build a coalition despite coming second. Laschet 
was initially criticised for seemingly failing to publicly congratulate Scholz on his election win but was later revealed to have 
sent his opponent a letter of congratulation. While Laschet faces the imminent risk of a conservative split, the SDP has 
reportedly been holding preliminary coalition talks with leading members of the Greens and FDP.

The Greens and the FDP typically differ on several policy areas, with key issue such as taxation, climate protection, and 
public spending anticipated to become potential sticking points amid talks. The Greens have indicated their leadership 
would be comfortable joining a coalition led by the SDP but have stated they will not rule out a coalition with the CDU. 
Meanwhile the FDP are understood to be leaning towards a CDU-led government but are similarly willing to explore areas 
of common ground with the SDP and finding bridges for divisions. Both parties are keen to avoid a repeat of the 2017 
coalition talks, which saw the FDP walk away from negotiations. The first official and formal coalition talks are currently 
underway and will go from there.

Climate change and environmentally focused policy had been at the top of the agenda during the elections, with many 
parties promising to adopt a more progressive stance on reducing global emissions. As coalition talks get underway, climate 
change activists have already planned their next demonstrations as they aim to keep pressure on parties to honour their 
campaign pledges.

EUROPE
GERMANY: Life without Merkel
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DENMARK
8 September 2021: Copenhagen stabbing kills one
A stabbing incident has reportedly killed one person in the 
Norrebro area of Copenhagen. The stabbing apparently 
occurred on Tuesday evening shortly before 23:00 local 
time. The victim was reportedly accosted by several 
suspects near Hans Tavsens Gade. Recent reports indicate 
that no arrests have been made by police so far as they 
continue to search for the perpetrators.

NORTH MACEDONIA
9 September 2021: Fourteen killed in hospital fire
At least 14 people have died in a fire which broke out at a 
makeshift Covid-19 hospital in Tetovo. The temporary 
building became engulfed in flames on Wednesday evening, 
with the fire spreading rapidly after oxygen cylinders 
exploded. Firefighters managed to extinguish the blaze 
within an hour; however, 14 deaths have been confirmed 
as investigators determine whether there were any more 
victims.

ITALY
11 September 2021: Two killed after tornado hits island of 
Pantelleria
Two people have been killed and nine others wounded 
after a tornado hit the southern island of Pantelleria. Italy’s 
civil protection agency said the whirlwind overturned cars 
and destroyed roofs on the island on Friday. Four of the 
wounded are in a critical condition. “When we arrived at 
the scene, the cars were overturned and the drivers, 
unfortunately, were already dead. There was nothing to do. 
One body was thrown on a wall by the wind, the other was 
on the ground,” a resident told local media.

SPAIN
13 September 2021: Andalusia wildfires worsen
Wildfires which have broken out and been burning through 
the southern region of Andalusia on Wednesday have 
reportedly worsened over the weekend. On Sunday, six 
more towns and villages were evacuated after five 
communities were initially advised to leave their homes on 
Friday. Some 2,000 residents have been evacuated in total, 
while one emergency worker has been killed. A military unit 
has been deployed to help firefighters tackle the blaze. The 
fire has burnt through 7,400 hectares so far.

NETHERLANDS
16 September 2021: Man killed in Boelenslaan altercation 
with police
A man has been killed following an altercation with police 
officers in Boelenslaan, Friesland. The incident occurred on 

Thursday, during the early hours of the morning at around 
01:15 local time in Boelenslaan’s De Fjouwer Roeden. It’s 
understood the male suspect had attempted to ram police 
officers with his car following a brief chase, prompting an 
armed response from police personnel. The man was shot 
and seriously injured, dying at the scene. No other 
casualties were incurred.

FRANCE
20 September 2021: Marseille stabbing kills one
A stabbing incident which occurred in Marseille over the 
weekend has reportedly left one person dead. The incident 
was reportedly the result of an encounter which escalated 
in the Belle de Mai area of Marseille late in the evening. The 
deceased has been identified as a man who was known to 
to the police for drug-trafficking-related activity. The area 
where the stabbing occurred is a known point for drug 
dealing.

GERMANY
21 September 2021: Petrol station worker shot dead in 
mask dispute
A petrol station worker was shot dead after arguing with 
a customer who was not wearing a face mask. The victim, 
20, had asked a 49-year-old man to comply with the rules 
and put on a mask. “Then the perpetrator pulled a revolver 
and shot the cashier in the head from the front. The victim 
fell to the floor and was immediately dead,” prosecutor Kai 
Fuhrmann told reporters. The incident happened in the 
western town of Idar-Oberstein on Saturday.

HUNGARY
21 September 2021: Eight wounded in explosion at power 
plant
At least eight people have been wounded in an explosion 
at a hydroelectric power plant near Budapest. The incident 
occurred at a site in Kiskoere, 100km east of the capital, on 
Monday. The wounded were taken to hospitals in 
Budapest, Debrecen, Miskolc and Eger. Officials said the 
plant is still operating and that electricity supplies have not 
been disrupted.

GREECE
27 September 2021: Earthquake strikes Crete
A 5.8-magnitude earthquake has struck the southern Greek 
island of Crete. At least one person has reportedly been 
killed while nine others are also believed to have been 
injured. The earthquake occurred at 09:17 local time, and 
was followed by multiple aftershocks. Local reports claim 
the casualties were incurred when a church collapsed in the 
village of Arkalohori.
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After a decade of civil conflict, national and international observers have highlighted the importance of the upcoming 
presidential and legislative elections as an essential step in the peacebuilding process in Libya. During the recent civil war, 
Libya was divided between two key factions; the Government of National Accord (GNA) based in Tripoli, recognized by the 
United Nations, and the self-styled Libyan National Army (LNA), based in the east and led by Khalifa Haftar. Each faction 
is backed by different militias and foreign states that have forces actively deployed in the country. Turkey was the most 
significant supporter of the GNA while Egypt, UAE and Russian mercenaries from the Wagner Group supported the LNA. 
In October 2020, following the year-long siege of Tripoli by Haftar’s troops, a ceasefire was agreed between the two sides, 
paving the way for the UN-sponsored peace process. Abdul Hamid Mohammed Dbeibeh took office in March with a 
mandate to lead the country to presidential parliamentary elections in December 2021.

Disputes over the legal and constitutional basis of the vote have placed growing doubts over the election process, making 
the divide between the East and West of the country even greater.  This can be seen in the tension relating to electoral 
laws between the House of Representatives, based in the eastern city of Tobruk, and the equivalent of Libya’s senate in 
Tripoli.  This tension led to the House of Representatives delaying the legislative elections for a further 30 days form the 
original date of 24 December 2021. Tensions have risen further after Haftar announced the temporary suspension of his 
military role in the LNA, likely paving the way for his participation in the presidential elections. 

There are two crucial factors of key importance in shaping the Libyan elections. First is the risk caused by the presence of 
an estimated 20,000 foreign military forces with competing agendas in the country. Turkish troops defended the capital 
from the offensive launched by Haftar and his supporters and a large number have remained in Tripolitania in order to 
defend the area from future attacks. Haftar’s forces have received material support and arms from his two main regional 
supporters, the UAE and Egypt, in contravention of the Berlin 2020 accords. The LNA forces include a significant number 
of Russian Wagner contractors and African mercenaries.

Second, the fact that Haftar only temporally renounced his role in the military presents the strong possibility that he will 
return to the same position if he is not successful in the elections. Backed by the Eastern parliament, Haftar is aiming to 
regain prestige lost during the failed siege of Tripoli by following the path of elections proposed by the UN-backed 
government. Yet Haftar also aims to pressure Dbeieh’s government, highlighting its transitional role and limiting its 
capacity. 

The complex and often shifting nature of Libya’s politics highlights the need for a transparent and decisive election. 
Observers doubt that this will be the case. Any outcome where the results are disputed or where the government is not 
representative of all of Libya’s voices will  result in a further deterioration of the security dynamics in the country. 

MENA
LIBYA: The road to elections
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SYRIA
11 September 2021: Two Turkish soldiers killed in Idlib 
province
Two Turkish soldiers have been killed in an attack in the 
northern province of Idlib. Three others were wounded 
when a roadside bomb exploded as a Turkish military 
convoy was travelling between Idlib city and Binnish on 
Saturday. The attack has been claimed by a group known as 
the Supporters of Abu Bakr al-Siddiq Company.

LIBYA
15 September 2021: LNA clashes with militants on Chad 
border
A statement released by the self-styled Libyan National 
Army (LNA) said that it has destroyed a convoy of Chadian 
militants near the city of Murzuq, on the southern border 
of the country. The LNA said that it “will continue to fight 
against all foreign forces along the southern border areas,” 
adding that one soldier was killed in the clashes. The 
number of Chadian militants killed was not released, 
however, the group involved were said to be linked to with 
the Front for Change and Concord in Chad (FACT) who 
were responsible for the assassination of Idriss Deby, the 
former Chadian president, earlier this year.

JORDAN
17 September 2021   Rival football fans clash in Al-Salt
Rival football fans clashed in the city of Al-Salt on Thursday 
night. Fighting erupted at the end of the match between 
Al-Salt and Al-Wehdat, which the away team won 1-0. The 
security forces used tear gas to disperse the crowd, who 
were throwing rocks at each other. Several windows at 
the Al-Salt Governmental Hospital were broken during the 
unrest.

WESTERN SAHARA
20 September 2021: Sahrawi forces launch attacks on 
Moroccan soldiers
Members of the Sahrawi People’s Liberation Army has 
launched a series of attacks against the Moroccan army in 
Western Sahara. The incidents were reported in the Farsiya, 
Mahbas and Smara sectors, according to the Moroccan 
Ministry of National Defence. There was no confirmation of 
casualties.

LEBANON
21 September 2021: Parliament approves new government
Lebanon’s parliament has endorsed Prime Minister Najib 
Mikati’s new government. Following a marathon session on 
Monday, 85 lawmakers voted to support the government 
while 15 voted against it. The session was delayed due to 

ongoing power cuts in the country; one of the new govern-
ment’s priorities will be dealing with the economic crisis in 
the country, including starting talks with the IMF to agree 
on a package of aid.

PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY
24 September 2021: Palestinian man killed in clashes with 
Israeli forces
One Palestinian man has been killed and 30 injured in 
clashes between protestors and Israeli forces. Troops fired 
stun grenades and steel-coated bullets at protestors, injur-
ing 12, with a further 18 protestors suffering the effects 
of tear gas inhalation. The protests were held against the 
building of Israeli settlements in the towns of Beita and Beit 
Dajan in the areas around Nablus.

TUNISIA
28 September 2021: Parties form coalition against 
President Saied
Four political parties have joined forces to oppose 
President Kais Saied. The Democratic Current party, 
Ettakatol (FDTL), the Republican Party and Afek Tounes 
announced the formation of the coalition on Tuesday. Ghazi 
Chawashi, secretary-general of the Democratic Current 
party, said the president was a threat to democracy.

EGYPT
29 September 2021: Rights activist on trial for spreading 
false news
A human rights activist detained in February 2020 has 
gone on trial on the charge of spreading false news. Patrick 
George Zaki, who works for the Egyptian Initiative for 
Personal Rights (EIPR), was arrested at Cairo airport after 
he returned from studying in Italy. His lawyers have alleged 
that he has been subjected to torture, including electric 
shocks while being questioned about his activism and the 
EIPR. If found guilty, he faces up to five years in prison.

IRAQ
29 September 2021: PMF clash with police in Karbala
Members of the Popular Mobilization Forces (PMF) have 
clashed with local police in the city of Karbala. At least six 
people were wounded in the fighting at the al-Haboubi 
market on Tuesday night, according to local sources. The 
PMF was formed in 2014 during the fight against Islamic 
State (IS).
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